Employee Engagement: Critical Success Factors:

EmployeeTalk empowers organizations to achieve operational and process excellence by offering a simple and cost effective communication solution structured to engage employee contributions. EmployeeTalk will help you identify operational challenges, opportunities and employee suggested solutions in which to take action. Our open communication engine will allow you to measure and improve your operational performance enabling employee empowerment, commitment and accountability to performance.

- Breakthrough response framework drives accurate metrics by providing for the variable emotional response that leans someone one way or another between targets such to get to the root cause
- Report on your team’s focused assessment by division, location, district, region
- Ensures contributions of both your managers and employees to drive change
- Configurable initiatives and questions to target specific business needs
- View the disparity ratio in how managers and employee respond
- Tasking identified issues from dynamic reports ensures resolution
- Employees can acknowledge themselves for solutions offered
- Self consulting for businesses with 15 employees or 900,000
- An anonymous construct for acquiring uninhibited feedback
- Engage monthly driving solutions and new ideas all year
- Correlate responses by combining the ©21 Initiatives
- Employees can recognize great team performers
- Edit, add or turn off 388+ integral questions
- Launch an initiative in 5 minutes
- ©21 Initiatives deliver focus
- Six sigma attributes

Improve Your Bottom Line Results

For a detailed presentation email Sales@employeetalk.us